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Itron Total Outcomes
Simple. Flexible. Scalable. Affordable.

AN EVOLVING LANDSCAPE

In a dynamic industry with rapidly evolving technologies and business models, the ability to be agile and
make decisions quickly is more important than ever.

Technology innovations, such as distributed intelligence, have led
to an increase in the number of Internet of Things (IoT) devices
and sensors at the edge of utility networks—which has also led
to a tremendous increase in the amount of data generated and
acquired from these devices. The challenge isn’t in gathering
terabytes of data, it’s in gathering and applying the right data and
analysis to make informed decisions and provide better business
outcomes.
In the midst of this pivotal shift in technology, utilities are expected
to implement leading-edge technologies quickly, while keeping a
focus on driving value in terms of reducing costs and enhancing
revenue.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR CLOUD SOLUTIONS
One shift in delivery models involves the migration of on-premise
software to the cloud. Cloud computing is becoming more
prevalent across all industries—by 2017, Gartner expects cloud
adoption revenue to hit $250 billion, with the worldwide Softwareas-a-Service (SaaS) market growing at an astounding rate of over
20 percent every year. Over the next five years, the annual
growth in workloads for the public cloud will exceed growth of
on-premise computing workloads by 35 percent.
Even though its growth is increasing exponentially and moving
to the cloud is advantageous, the concept is still foreign and
perplexing to many. How do operations and business processes
that involve meter-to-cash, grid operations, analytics and data
from field devices translate into a cloud environment? The
answers to these questions—and the benefits of moving to the
cloud—must positively impact cost, security, availability, scalability,
performance, application development, and organizational and
domain expertise at your utility, among others.

Increasingly, utilities are turning to smart metering vendors to
manage and operate their advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
and smart grid deployments. AMI solutions require added data
center space, infrastructure and personnel with new skill sets. All
of these components must then be assembled and coordinated
into operational processes that are completely new to many
utilities. Cloud solutions provide access to numerous technologies
while lowering the barriers to entry, such as technical expertise.
Tools and cloud-based technologies are now being utilized to
revolutionize and accelerate how business value is delivered at
utilities and smart cities around the world.
By using existing, proven infrastructure, operational policies and
procedures—along with an experienced staff—your utility can
enjoy a faster and less error-prone implementation through SaaS
and managed services offerings. Whether outsourcing parts
and pieces of a system or soliciting a partner to manage and
operate an end-to-end solution, you can operate more effectively
and efficiently with reduced risk through cloud services.

ITRON TOTAL OUTCOMES
Itron Total Outcomes addresses utility and smart city challenges
in an Outcomes-as-a-Service model to lower costs and improve
performance. Through cloud-based services, you can free up
resources to focus on more pressing operational activities while
other critical tasks—such as managing IT environments, performing
AMI device and network exception management activities—can be
handled through this service offering. These services reduce
costs, decrease time to market, expand deployment capabilities,
provide expertise and deliver predictable costs—all while having
a minimal impact as technology continues to progress. For more
than 15 years, over 500 customers have leveraged Itron Total
Outcomes services.

ON PREMISE

Itron Total Outcomes is offered via two delivery models:
SaaS and as a fully managed service, called Outcome Services.
The SaaS offering provides an interim solution between on-premise
and a fully managed Outcome Services solution, wherein you
subscribe and have access to software applications that are
installed in Itron’s cloud environment. Itron’s Cloud Services team
provides monitoring services to ensure the system is available,
while your utility team continues to use and operate the system.
Your utility is then responsible for the outcomes or results that
the software will deliver. In the Outcome Services model, Itron
provides additional services to operate the systems for you,
manages select operational AMI processes and ensures that
your utility can achieve the outcomes expected from the solution.

SAAS

IT Infrastructure & Monitoring

IT Infrastructure & Monitoring

»» Utility purchases IT infrastructure

»» Itron purchases IT infrastructure

»» Utility monitors IT system to ensure
system availability SLAs (IT labor)
»» Utility performs IT activities (resource
allocation, back-ups, security checks,
upgrades, etc.)

OUTCOME SERVICES

»» Itron monitors IT system to ensure system availability SLAs

»» Itron performs IT activities (resource allocation, back-ups, security checks,
upgrades, etc.)

Operations

Operations

»» Utility operations team uses system to ensure that data is flowing in/out as expected
(operations labor)

»» Itron operations team uses system
to ensure that data is flowing in/out as
expected

»» Utility ensures that SLAs are met

»» Utility identifies issues (back-office)
»» Utility mitigates issues (field)

»» Itron ensures that SLAs are met

»» Itron identifies issues (back-office)

»» Optional: Itron mitigates issues (field)

Customer Service
»» Utility representatives view data, support consumer inquiries, perform remote disconnect and on-demand read activities
(customer service labor)
Differentiation between On-premise, Software as a Service, and Outcome Services Offerings

Solving Challenges
Through a services approach, Itron Total Outcomes helps you
solve challenges related to AMI operations and revenue cycle
services; conservation, sustainability and energy efficiency; system
integrity and asset management; renewables integration; and
smart cities and IoT.

Itron enables value-based outcomes for electricity, gas and
water utilities through the delivery of proven, secure and scalable
solutions in many key areas. These areas include AMI operational
and analytics exception management via meter-to-cash SaaS and
Outcome Services for small- and large-market programs.

ITRON TOTAL OUTCOMES
The problems we solve

Conservation,
Sustainability &
Energy Efficiency

Revenue Cycle
Services
» Efficiently deploy
meters
» Create accurate
bills and manage
cash flow
» Answer customer
inquiries about
energy and water

» Enable consumers
to effectively
manage their use
of energy and water
» Help utilities deliver
energy and water
efficiently

System Integrity &
Asset Management
» Identify assets and
network/pipelines
at risk of failure
» Find leaks and
faults that could
lead to injury or
financial losses

» Identify and prevent
theft of energy and
water
Delivering Value through Itron Total Outcomes

With a sound understanding of the pressing challenges, needs and
operational processes affecting cities and utilities today, Itron Total
Outcomes tailors solutions that enable:
» Improved system effectiveness and operational efficiencies
» Accelerated problem solving

» Reduced operational costs and profitability improvement

» Improved return on current investments
» Increased employee productivity

» New revenue streams

Renewables
Integration
» Reduce risk
while integrating
distributed energy
resources (DER)
» Create new revenue
streams

Smart Cities
» Leverage
communications
networks for
new sensing and
measurement
purposes

BENEFITS OF MANAGED SERVICES
Itron Total Outcomes tailors solutions based on your needs, ranging
from system monitoring to full infrastructure implementation and
operations management. These solutions are provided in a managed
IT environment to utilities of all sizes and commodity types (electricity,
gas, water or combo).
Reduced Upfront Costs
Itron is responsible for the upfront investments of purchasing, setting
up, maintaining, managing and monitoring a secure and scalable IT
infrastructure, leveraging state-of-the-art software and equipment,
and integrating systems. SaaS and Outcome Services are
designed to operate at an enterprise level and have equal or better
security certification, policies and procedures than most utility IT
organizations. With cloud services, you avoid the large upfront IT
expenditure in servers, database licenses and operating systems
because the Itron costs are fixed and predictable over the term of
the contract.
Reduced Risk
Itron provides experienced labor to manage technology and
processes, and operate systems. Your utility does not have to
staff these key functions, worry about losing expertise or provide
continuous training to keep up with changes. Itron ensures that
service level agreements (SLAs) are met through monitoring and
managing the IT system and related operational processes,
thereby lowering operations risk. In addition, Itron keeps its IT
infrastructure constantly refreshed, resulting in lower risk of
equipment failure. Itron also performs IT activities such as resource
allocation, back-ups, security checks, upgrades and more.
Faster Time to Market
Itron leverages experienced personnel and existing operations to
reduce the setup costs and ramp-up time needed to deploy the
solution. Faster implementation has the added advantage of leading
to faster realization of benefits defined in the business plan, justifying
the solution and generating a quicker return on your investment.
Immediate Expertise
Itron provides highly-trained and knowledgeable personnel to
manage operational processes and maintain systems. Your utility
can focus on core business activities rather than building a
sophisticated in-house IT and system operations department, while
Itron provides deep industry experience with a skilled, dedicated
workforce that is knowledgeable in running best-in-class smart city,
AMI and smart grid solutions.

Best Practices and Innovation
Itron has a significant customer base already benefitting from
Itron Total Outcomes, which allows us to develop and deliver
best practices for new technologies while still protecting your
utility operations from the fast pace of change. Itron employs
continuous improvement practices to deliver high quality that
extends above and beyond our service level agreements.
Solutions Poised for Growth
Itron’s applications are already in place for future growth—these
systems will scale as devices are deployed and new business
objectives are identified. Your utility can then expand the solution to
deliver new benefits and more robust outcomes at your own pace.
You can subscribe to a SaaS-based approach utilizing software
that delivers the necessary meter-to-cash and analytic outcomes,
and then enhance those outcomes with optional operational
services. If you choose to use fully-managed Outcome Services for
your operations, you will have the benefit of Itron conducting your
daily operations remotely, as well as the option for more advanced
activities related to running the system.

“Having utilized Itron’s managed services for more than
17 years, we find value in not having to set up new IT
infrastructure and network, therefore enabling a quicker
implementation. We are also realizing benefits from the AMI
system faster, allowing our staff to focus on gas distribution
operations and not be concerned with system upgrades
and maintenance, reducing financial risk and simplifying
the budget process, and utilizing Itron’s expertise and
scalability to expand the offering at a later time.”
—Robert M. Allessio, President & CEO,
Southern Connecticut Gas

CONCLUSION
Through market-leading, secure and reliable cloud-based solutions,
utilities can leverage existing services and applications to quickly
visualize and transform the right data in meaningful ways.
Around the world, utilities and cities are embracing SaaS and
managed services in increasing numbers to take advantage of lower
and more predictable operating costs, faster time to benefits and
decreased operating risk. Economies of scale, in both infrastructure
and subject matter expertise, result in significantly lower operating
costs.
Typically, results show that the SaaS and managed services offering
can provide the customer with operating expense savings of 20 to
50 percent—assuming systems are installed, supported and
operated on an enterprise level.
As technology and processing power continue to push to the edge
of the network and electricity, water and gas solutions become
more advanced, feature-rich options can be added to these solutions,
resulting in increasingly high-functioning, better-performing, outcomedriven systems. In order to operate these complex systems and
clearly see the value of SaaS and managed services, select a service
provider with both the vision and expertise to support you today and
well into the future. Itron’s focus on customer satisfaction and the
goal of building successful, long-term partnerships to help deliver
valuable outcomes will be key to helping utilities and smart cities
compete in the future.

AMI Operations Labor
IT Labor
Cloud Services
IT Hardware & Software
System Implementation
Itron Total
Outcomes

On-Premise

Cost Comparison of Itron Total Outcomes vs. On-Premise

“Itron maintains and updates the system phenomenally.
Rarely is there an impact to city staff. There truly are no
hidden costs. Itron’s technical experts are first class. We
have truly shifted the burden of managing this system,
which they can take care of much better than we ever
could.”
— Michael Cooke, Municipal Services Director,
		 City of Turlock

Join us in creating a more resourceful world.
To learn more visit itron.com
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